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KeeeX helps to simplify expertise processes !

Who?
JLB Expertises is a company providing expertise in agricultural matters
for cargo insurers with regard to surveys and damage linked to maritime
transport.
With a presence in all West African ports, the company oﬀers services in
maritime transport risk prevention, quality control, store/warehouse inspection and stock control/monitoring.
Problem starting?
JLB Expertises approached us with a simple problem:
How to facilitate remote control and expertise?
Until now, to check the condition of a stock, an expert was sent on site,
which was a waste of time and entailed signiﬁcant human and logistical
costs.

Solution ?
KeeeX thus proposed to JLB Expertises its Photo Proof Pro solution, involving a back oﬃce and a mobile application.
JLB Expertises' back oﬃce allows the creation of a customised scenario
that it was able to adapt to its environment (generation of a new user,
access permission, tags and exploitation metadata integrated into the
photos), the creation of a QR code for connection to the mobile application and the possibility of verifying the evidence.
The login QR Code is then sent directly to the end user.
The mobile application will open directly on the scenario that has been
created beforehand, as soon as the user has ﬂashed the QR Code he has
received.
The application allows for the taking of probative photos of documents or
events incorporating proofs of integrity, identity, time stamping, geolocation and existence on the blockchain.
Once the ﬁle has been validated by the user, the photos will be sent automatically to the JLB Expertises environment.
Value proposition?
Thanks to our remote auditing solution, JLB Expertises was able to provide additional conﬁdence in their ﬁles, as the keeexed ﬁles have integrity
and show proof of the place and date according to the instructions given.
In addition, it enables to oﬀer to insurers an equivalent monitoring solution at a lower cost due to the reduction in expert travel, which saves time
and helps to limit its carbon footprint.
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